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Abstract: Accurate forest parameters are crucial for ecological protection, forest resource management
and sustainable development. The rapid development of remote sensing can retrieve parameters such
as the leaf area index, cluster index, diameter at breast height (DBH) and tree height at different scales
(e.g., plots and stands). Although some LiDAR satellites such as GEDI and ICESAT-2 can measure
the average tree height in a certain area, there is still a lack of effective means for obtaining individual
tree parameters using high-resolution satellite data, especially DBH. The objective of this study is to
explore the capability of 2D image-based features (texture and spectrum) in estimating the DBH of
individual tree. Firstly, we acquired unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) LiDAR point cloud data and
UAV RGB imagery, from which digital aerial photography (DAP) point cloud data were generated
using the structure-from-motion (SfM) method. Next, we performed individual tree segmentation
and extracted the individual tree crown boundaries using the DAP and LiDAR point cloud data,
respectively. Subsequently, the eight 2D image-based textural and spectral metrics and 3D point-
cloud-based metrics (tree height and crown diameters) were extracted from the tree crown boundaries
of each tree. Then, the correlation coefficients between each metric and the reference DBH were
calculated. Finally, the capabilities of these metrics and different models, including multiple linear
regression (MLR), random forest (RF) and support vector machine (SVM), in the DBH estimation were
quantitatively evaluated and compared. The results showed that: (1) The 2D image-based textural
metrics had the strongest correlation with the DBH. Among them, the highest correlation coefficient
of −0.582 was observed between dissimilarity, variance and DBH. When using textural metrics alone,
the estimated DBH accuracy was the highest, with a RMSE of only 0.032 and RMSE% of 16.879%
using the MLR model; (2) Simply feeding multi-features, such as textural, spectral and structural
metrics, into the machine learning models could not have led to optimal results in individual tree
DBH estimations; on the contrary, it could even reduce the accuracy. In general, this study indicated
that the 2D image-based textural metrics have great potential in individual tree DBH estimations,
which could help improve the capability to efficiently and meticulously monitor and manage forests
on a large scale.

Keywords: DBH; textural metrics; structural metrics; spectral indices; individual tree

1. Introduction

The tree diameter at breast height (DBH) is the diameter of the trunk at 1.3 m above
the ground surface [1]. The DBH is one of the most important growth indicators of trees,
which can reflect its growth status and age. It has been widely used to estimate forest
attributes, including tree vigor [2], biomass [3], volume [4] and carbon stock [5], and to
characterize forest dynamics [6] at individual tree, plot or stand levels. The accurate and
efficient estimation of the DBH is of great scientific significance for grasping the situation
of a forest’s resources.
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However, traditional ground-based methods (such as diameter tape and calipers) are
time-consuming and labor-intensive [7,8]. In addition, they can also be challenging in many
ways, including reasons such as the complexity of the forest structure, local topography,
difficult accessibility and subjectivity in measurements. Although the terrestrial laser
scanner (TLS) has been employed as an effective means to measure the DBH and large
crowns with high precision [9,10], its measurement range is relatively restricted due to
the limited observation angles and occlusion caused by surrounding objects. In recent
years, the airborne laser scanner (ALS) and digital aerial photography (DAP) [11–14]
have been found and used in extensive applications in forestry surveys, allowing for the
extraction of feature parameters from high-density point clouds. However, they are limited
in terms of data processing and forestry parameter extraction over large areas, making it
impossible to estimate individual tree DBHs on a large scale. While research has shown
that a collaborative approach combining the TLS with ALS can improve accuracy while
expanding the coverage area [15], global navigation satellite system (GNSS) support is often
necessary with the TLS, which is usually challenging to achieve in densely forested regions.
While satellite remote sensing offers extensive coverage and the capacity to derive texture
and spectral metrics for the DBH estimation, it is constrained by its inherent limitations of
having a low spatial resolution. As a consequence, obtaining accurate DBHs for individual
trees is often unfeasible, leading to DBH estimations primarily at the plot and/or stand
levels. Recently, satellite-based LiDAR data, such as GEDI and ICEsat-2, have been widely
used in forest applications, capable of measuring tree heights but not being able to directly
obtain the DBHs [16,17]. In addition, owing to their large footprint, it is also not possible to
accurately obtain the DBHs of individual trees. Notably, most point-cloud-based methods
heavily rely on point cloud information and do not fully utilize the variety of features
embedded within the imagery. To our knowledge, there is currently no mature remote
sensing method based on 2D images that can be used to obtain individual tree DBHs.
Fortunately, there has been a growing emergence of sub-meter-resolution satellites, such as
Beijing-3, SkySat, WorldView-3, etc. These satellites have the ability to identify individual
trees, thereby achieving large-scale and high-precision forest monitoring. Consequently, it
is imminent that DBH estimation based on image features is explored.

However, to our best knowledge, previous studies using imagery features mostly
applied to forest inventory [18], forest structural parameters [19], stand quality characteris-
tics [20] and tree species classification [21]. These studies were mostly based on the plot or
stand level, with limited research specifically focused on individual trees. As for individual
trees, textural and spectral metrics are commonly used for tree species classification or
segmentation [22,23]. To our knowledge, it is not yet common to estimate individual tree
DBHs based on 2D image features (e.g., textural and spectral metrics).

The objective of this study was to explore the practicality of using 2D image-based
individual tree features for individual tree DBH estimations, i.e., textural metrics and
spectral indices, which are common and necessary in modern forest inventories. Specifically,
we obtained UAV RGB imagery and performed individual tree segmentation using the
point cloud based on the structure-from-motion (SfM) method to obtain individual tree
crown boundaries. Subsequently, based on these boundaries, we extracted individual tree
features such as textural metrics and spectral indices from 2D images. To evaluate the
effectiveness of these metrics, the accuracy of the 2D image-based and 3D point-cloud-
based features in the DBH estimations was compared with the reference DBHs obtained
from ground measurements. Furthermore, we quantitatively evaluated the performance of
different models, namely, multiple linear regression (MLR), random forest (RF) and support
vector machine (SVM) models. This study could potentially provide a more accurate and
efficient method for individual tree DBH estimations in forest inventories, which have
broad implications for improving sustainable forest management activities.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The study area is located on the Saihanba Mechanized Forest Farm (42◦02′~42◦36′N,
116◦51′~117◦39′E), Chengde City, Hebei Province, China, with an elevation ranging from
1010 to 1940 m above sea level. The area has a typical semi-arid and semi-humid temperate
continental monsoon climate. The annual average temperature is −1.3 ◦C, with an average
snow cover lasting for seven months. The average annual precipitation is 460.3 mm.

The main tree species in the study area was Larix principis-rupprechtii, which comprised
two sites (Figure 1). The top row in Figure 1 represents site 1, covering an area of 7500 m2

and measuring approximately 100 m× 75 m. The trees on this site had heights ranging from
14.90 m to 20.80 m and DBHs ranging from 0.129 m to 0.379 m. The bottom row in Figure 1
represents site 2, which covered an area of approximately 2025 m2 and corresponded to
dimensions of 45 m × 45 m. The trees on this site had heights ranging from 8.42 m to
13.49 m and DBHs ranging from 0.123 m to 0.240 m.
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resents the individual tree segmentation results based on LiDAR point cloud. 

2.2. Data Acquisition and Pre-Processing 
2.2.1. UAV Data Acquisition and Pre-Processing 

Data acquisition was performed on 27 July 2022, during which time no clouds were 
visible, using a quadrotor UAV DJI M300RTK equipped with a DJI L1 camera to collect 
the data. The DJI L1 sensor comprised two sensors: the RGB sensor and Lidar sensor. It 
could simultaneously acquire RGB and LiDAR data. The RGB image pixel size was 4864 
× 3648 and the focal length of the lens was 8.8 mm; the ranging accuracy of the L1 LiDAR 
was 3 cm@100 m and the FOV was 70.4° × 4.5°. In the experiment, the UAV was flown 
twice, covering two different study sites. The UAV had a weight of 3.6 kg and a maximum 
take-off weight of 9 kg, enabling it to carry out its operations effectively with a flight time 
of up to 55 min, ensuring sufficient duration for data collection. During the flights, the 
UAV maintained a height of 8 0 m and a speed of 3.5 m/s. Additionally, the course over-
lapping and side overlapping were set to 85% and 80%, respectively. 

The RGB and LiDAR data were then processed; the former could generate 2D RGB 
ortho-imagery (including texture and spectral information) from which DAP point cloud 
data were generated using the SfM method, while the latter could obtain LiDAR point 
clouds. All texture and spectral information came from the RGB ortho-imagery. To link 

Figure 1. Study area. Details of site 1 (top row) and site 2 (bottom row). The left column represents
the RGB images, the middle column represents the LiDAR point clouds and the right column
represents the individual tree segmentation results based on LiDAR point cloud.

2.2. Data Acquisition and Pre-Processing
2.2.1. UAV Data Acquisition and Pre-Processing

Data acquisition was performed on 27 July 2022, during which time no clouds were
visible, using a quadrotor UAV DJI M300RTK equipped with a DJI L1 camera to collect the
data. The DJI L1 sensor comprised two sensors: the RGB sensor and Lidar sensor. It could
simultaneously acquire RGB and LiDAR data. The RGB image pixel size was 4864 × 3648
and the focal length of the lens was 8.8 mm; the ranging accuracy of the L1 LiDAR was
3 cm@100 m and the FOV was 70.4◦ × 4.5◦. In the experiment, the UAV was flown twice,
covering two different study sites. The UAV had a weight of 3.6 kg and a maximum take-off
weight of 9 kg, enabling it to carry out its operations effectively with a flight time of up
to 55 min, ensuring sufficient duration for data collection. During the flights, the UAV
maintained a height of 8 0 m and a speed of 3.5 m/s. Additionally, the course overlapping
and side overlapping were set to 85% and 80%, respectively.

The RGB and LiDAR data were then processed; the former could generate 2D RGB
ortho-imagery (including texture and spectral information) from which DAP point cloud
data were generated using the SfM method, while the latter could obtain LiDAR point
clouds. All texture and spectral information came from the RGB ortho-imagery. To link trees
detected from different data with the corresponding trees in the field, the data registration
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was conducted using the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm [24,25]. Finally, a total of
166 trees were collected with an average tree height of 15.78 m, the maximum height being
20 m and the minimum 8 m.

2.2.2. Field Data

The TLS system offers highly accurate DBH measurements by directly analyzing point
cloud data and fitting circles to the stem points of individual trees at breast height. Previous
studies using TLS demonstrated its high accuracy in measuring the tree DBH, with an
error not exceeding 1 cm [26–28]. In this study, the DBH was derived from the TLS as a
reference value. At the same time of the UAV flights, the TLS data were acquired using
a Stonex X300 laser scanner. The accuracy of the TLS system was ±4 nm@50 m, with a
measurement distance capability of up to 300 m. To acquire the TLS point clouds, a single
echo and fine mode were employed, providing a comprehensive view of 360◦ horizontally
and 180◦ vertically.

The TLS point cloud data underwent pre-processing, which included processes such
as georeferencing, segmentation, filtering, generating digital surface models (DSMs) and
feature extraction [15]. Ultimately, the location and DBH of each tree were obtained. There
were a total of 166 trees, with an average DBH of 0.195 m. The maximum and minimum
DBH values were 0.379 m and 0.123 m, respectively.

2.3. Metric Parameter Extraction and Selection

Two-dimensional image-based individual tree textural metrics, spectral indices and
3D point-cloud-based structural metrics were extracted for individual tree DBH estimates.
Firstly, the point cloud data (DAP point cloud and LiDAR point cloud) were pre-processed
though segmentation and filtering to obtain a normalized digital surface model (CHM).
Based on the CHM, the distinct crown boundaries of individual trees were extracted using
the region growing algorithm, allowing for the tree height (H) and crown diameter (CD) to
be extracted. The processes were implemented in Point Cloud Automata (PCA) v3.7. It was
found that the extracted tree crown boundaries were consistent with the results obtained
through visual interpretation, and the difference between the two was not significant. Then,
the textural metrics and spectral indices of each tree were calculated from the 2D RGB
imagery based on the individual tree crown boundaries extracted from the DAP point cloud
and LiDAR point cloud, respectively. Specifically, using the zonal statistics method with
crown boundaries of individual trees, the average values of eight VIs and textural metrics
were calculated (Table 1). It should be noted that eight textural metrics were extracted
though the use of the grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) [29]. Finally, a Pearson
correlation analysis was conducted to evaluate the relationship between the extracted
features (including spectral indices, textural metrics and structural metrics, such as H and
CD) and the reference DBH derived from the TLS data. Among all the metrics, features
that exhibited a significant relationship with the DBH (p-value < 0.01) were selected for the
DBH modeling.

Table 1. Definitions of the visible spectral indices and textural metrics.

Metrics Description Reference

Spectral indices

Normalized redness intensity (r) R/(R + G + B) [30]
Normalized greenness intensity (g) G/(R + G + B) [30]
Normalized blueness intensity (b) B/(R + G + B) [30]

Excess green index (ExG) 2g − r − b [31]
Excess green minus excess red index (ExGR) 3g − 2.4r − b [32]

Green leaf index (GLI) (2G – B − R)/(2G + B + R) [33]
Normalized green–red difference index (NGRDI) (G − R)/(G + R) [34]
Visible atmospherically resistant index (VARI) (G − R)/(G + R − B) [34]
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Table 1. Cont.

Metrics Description Reference

Textural metrics

Mean Mean of GLCM [29]
Var Variance of GLCM

Homo Homogeneity of GLCM
Contr Contrast of GLCM
Dissi Dissimilarity of GLCM
Entro Entropy of GLCM
ASM Angular second moment of GLCM
Corr Correlation of GLCM

R, G and B represent raw values of red, green and blue bands, respectively.

2.4. DBH Modeling and Validation

In this study, multiple linear regression (MLR), random forest (RF) and support vector
machine (SVM) algorithms were employed to build the DBH estimation models. The
texture metrics, spectral indices, structural index and their combinations selected based on
Section 2.3 were taken as the input parameters of the DBH prediction models. Specifically,
features that exhibited a significant correlation with the DBH (p-value < 0.01) were included.
Among all samples, 70% was used for the training and 30% for the validation of the DBH
estimation models. Meanwhile, the root mean square error (RMSE) and RMSE% were
calculated to evaluate the accuracy of the DBH estimation models. The validation metrics
were calculated using the following equation:

RMSE =

√√√√∑n
i=1

(
xest,i − xobs,i)

2

n
, (1)

RMSE% =
RMSE

xobs
× 100%, (2)

where xest,i and xobs,i are the estimated and observed values, respectively, n is the number
of observations and xobs is the average observed value. It should be noted that the results of
the DBH prediction using the metrics calculated based on individual tree crown boundaries
extracted from the DAP point clouds were called DAP-based, while those extracted from
the LiDAR point clouds were called LiDAR-based.

3. Results
3.1. Relationship between DBH and Different Metrics

Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r) between the DBH and metrics (textural metrics,
spectral indices and structural metrics) are shown in Figure 2. In general, the DBH was
significantly correlated (p < 0.01) with most metrics, except for the relationship between
Corr and DBH based on the DAP point clouds (Corr_DAP), Mean_DAP and the relation-
ship between Corr and DBH based on the LiDAR point clouds (Corr_LiDAR). Among
these features, some textural metrics showed the highest correlation with the DBH, such
as Dissi_DAP, Var_DAP, Dissi_LiDAR and Contr_LiDAR, with the highest correlation
coefficients being −0.582 and −0.575 for the DAP-based and LiDAR-based predictions,
respectively, followed by structural metrics with a correlation coefficient of approximately
0.5. Compared with the textural and structural metrics, spectral indices were less correlated
with the DBH.

Metrics that exhibited a significant correlation with the DBH (p-value < 0.01) were
selected; then, the selected metrics were grouped into three datasets based on the LiDAR
point cloud and DAP point cloud, respectively. As for the LiDAR point cloud, the three sets
were VIs (i.e., r, g, b, VARI, NGRDI, GLI, EXGR and EXG), TexM (i.e., ASM, Entro, Dissi,
Contr, Homo, Var and Mean) and StrM (i.e., H and CD); for the DAP point cloud, the three
sets were VIs (i.e., r, g, b, VARI, NGRDI, GLI, EXGR and EXG), TexM (i.e., ASM, Entro,
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Dissi, Contr, Homo and Var) and StrM (i.e., H and CD). The DBH estimation was performed
using individual metrics as well as their combinations. Table 2 shows the different metric
sets of DBH estimations based on the LiDAR and DAP point clouds, respectively.
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Table 2. The metric sets for DBH estimation based on LiDAR point cloud and DAP point cloud.

Metric Sets Contained Metrics No.

Based on
LiDAR point

cloud

TexM ASM, Entro, Dissi, Contr, Homo, Var, Mean 7
VIs r, g, b, VARI, NGRDI, GLI, EXGR, EXG 8

StrM H, CD 2
TexM + VIs ASM, Entro, Dissi, Contr, Homo, Var, Mean, r, g, b, VARI, NGRDI, GLI, EXGR, EXG 15

TexM + StrM ASM, Entro, Dissi, Contr, Homo, Var, Mean, H, CD 9
VIs + StrM r, g, b, VARI, NGRDI, GLI, EXGR, EXG, H, CD 10

TexM + VIs + StrM ASM, Entro, Dissi, Contr, Homo, Var, Mean, r, g, b, VARI, NGRDI, GLI, EXGR, EXG,
H, CD 17

Based on
DAP point

cloud

TexM ASM, Entro, Dissi, Contr, Homo, Var 6
VIs r, g, b, VARI, NGRDI, GLI, EXGR, EXG 8

StrM H, CD 2
TexM + VIs ASM, Entro, Dissi, Contr, Homo, Var, r, g, b, VARI, NGRDI, GLI, EXGR, EXG 14

TexM + StrM ASM, Entro, Dissi, Contr, Homo, Var, H, CD 8
VIs + StrM r, g, b, VARI, NGRDI, GLI, EXGR, EXG, H, CD 10

TexM + VIs + StrM ASM, Entro, Dissi, Contr, Homo, Var, r, g, b, VARI, NGRDI, GLI, EXGR, EXG, H, CD 16

According to the metric source, the metric sets were divided into two groups. The
first group consisted of metric sets extracted solely from 2D images, including TexM, VIs
and TexM + VIs. The second group comprised a combination of metric sets derived from
both 2D images and 3D point clouds (composed metrics), including StrM, TexM + StrM,
VIs + StrM and TexM + VIs + StrM.

3.2. DBH Estimated Using 2D Image-Based Metrics

This section shows the accuracy results of estimating the DBH based on metrics
obtained from 2D images, the metric sets including TexM, VIs and TexM + VIs. The specific
metrics included in the three metric sets are shown in Table 2, and the accuracy results
using the 2D image-based metrics are shown in Table 3. The results indicated that using
TexM achieved the highest accuracy regardless of the model used. The accuracy of the DBH
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estimation for the LiDAR-based segmentation results and DAP-based segmentation results
showed a consistent conclusion. Among different models, the MLR model showed the
highest accuracy, with a RMSE of 0.032 and a RMSE% of 16.88%. However, when employing
VIs, the accuracy was notably weaker, with a lowest RMSE of 0.051 (RMSE% = 26.83%)
obtained using the SVM model. When combining TexM and VIs, the estimation accuracy
did not show a signification improvement compared to using TexM alone. Nevertheless,
when compared to using VI alone, the accuracy slightly improved.

Table 3. Accuracy results of DBH estimation using 2D image-based metrics.

Model Metric Sets
LiDAR-Based DAP-Based

RMSE RMSE% RMSE RMSE%

MLR
TexM 0.032 16.879 0.034 17.454
VIs 0.033 17.392 0.035 17.903

TexM + VIs 0.032 16.744 0.035 17.869

RF
TexM 0.035 18.566 0.036 18.646
VIs 0.037 19.494 0.037 19.033

TexM + VIs 0.037 19.401 0.036 18.246

SVM
TexM 0.043 22.599 0.035 17.933
VIs 0.051 26.831 0.047 24.075

TexM + VIs 0.047 24.825 0.041 21.155

3.3. DBH Estimated Using Composed Metrics

This section shows the accuracy results of the DBH estimations based on metrics
obtained from composed metrics, the metric sets including StrM, TexM + StrM, VIs + StrM
and TexM + VIs + StrM. The specific metrics included in the four metric sets are shown
in Table 2, and the accuracy results using the composed metrics are shown in Table 4.
The results showed that using VIs + StrM had the highest accuracy, but it was still lower
than that of TexM’s. When comparing different models, the MLR model still showed
the highest accuracy in estimating the DBH, with a RMSE of 0.033 and a RMSE% of
17.40%. For TexM + VIs + StrM, the model performed poorly, with the lowest RMSE of 0.052
(RMSE% = 27.15%). Interestingly, the combination of multiple features (TexM + VIs + StrM)
did not improve the accuracy of the DBH estimations; on the contrary, this had a detrimental
effect, leading to a decrease in accuracy.

Table 4. Accuracy results of DBH estimations using composed metrics.

Model Metric Sets
LiDAR-Based DAP-Based

RMSE RMSE% RMSE RMSE%

MLR

StrM 0.034 17.609 0.033 16.907
TexM + StrM 0.033 17.534 0.034 17.447
VIs + StrM 0.033 17.403 0.034 17.396

TexM + VIs + StrM 0.033 17.308 0.035 17.869

RF

StrM 0.037 19.152 0.038 19.365
TexM + StrM 0.038 19.899 0.038 19.740
VIs + StrM 0.035 18.419 0.036 18.668

TexM + VIs + StrM 0.039 20.476 0.037 18.723

SVM

StrM 0.054 28.483 0.050 25.589
TexM + StrM 0.047 24.797 0.036 18.479
VIs + StrM 0.040 20.773 0.052 26.834

TexM + VIs + StrM 0.052 27.152 0.050 25.502
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Figure 3 shows the DBH prediction results based on different metric sets, which clearly
showed the differences in DBH prediction values. The X-axis represents the different
metric sets based on the three models (MLR, RF and SVM), while the Y-axis represents
the predicted DBH results. For MLR-TeXM, the method predicted DBH results with
a clear stratification phenomenon, whether it was derived from DAP-based or LiDAR-
based estimates. It was intriguing to note that the LiDAR-based data tended to yield
overestimated values, whereas DAP-based data tended to produce underestimated values
(except for the SVM model).
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From Figure 3, it could be observed that the spatial distribution of DBHs predicted
with the SVM model appeared to closely resemble the observed DBH values. However,
despite this visual similarity, both the RMSE% and bias% indicated that the prediction
accuracy of the SVM model was the lowest among the models evaluated. Regarding the
MLR model, when TexM was employed, the estimated bias% for the DBH was 1.31% and
−1.67% for the LiDAR-based and DAP-based estimates, respectively. This suggested that
the MLR model, when utilizing TexM, exhibited a slightly positive bias for LiDAR-based
data and a slight negative bias for DAP-based data.

4. Discussion
4.1. Effect of 2D Images on DBH Estimation

In forest parameter estimations, texture features are mostly used for plot and stand
levels, and texture can improve the estimation accuracy of parameters such as the H
and DBH [35,36]. In this study, there was a significant correlation between the texture
of individual trees and the DBH. Additionally, the results revealed that, compared with
relying solely on structural data, incorporating the individual tree textures along with
structural information could improve the accuracy. Interestingly, the textural metrics could
arguably have been the most important metrics for the DBH estimations. The textural
metrics provided the highest accuracy in estimating the DBH; however, to our knowledge,
no relevant reports have been found thus far. One possible reason is that for the specific
tree species in this study, the textural metrics could provide additional information on their
spatial patterns and variability of growth status [37]. Further research is needed on other
tree species.
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Due to the high cost of acquiring and processing high-density point clouds on a large
scale, accurately estimating the DBH has become a challenging task. However, as shown in
Table 3, the results indicated that utilizing texture features alone yielded the highest DBH
accuracy. In other words, adding other features such as spectral and structural metrics did
not improve the accuracy, and to some extent could even reduce the estimation accuracy.
This indicated that it is feasible to only use textural metrics extracted from 2D images for
individual tree DBH estimations without relying on tree heights. This significantly enhances
the possibility of acquiring large-scale DBH estimations based on remote sensing images.
Moreover, it could also have a positive impact on improving the estimation accuracy of
the forest volume, biomass, forest stock, etc. [38–40]. This may arguably be fortunate for
satellite applications.

Many studies have confirmed multi/hyper-spectral information to be highly suitable
for forest research [41,42]. However, this study only used three RGB bands of low-cost
consumer-grade cameras rather than multi/hyper-spectral data. This may be the reason
why the spectral information could not improve the DBH estimation results, because
there was minimal variation in spectral information between these three bands. The
average values for r, g and b were 0.30 (SD = 0.008), 0.43 (SD = 0.013) and 0.27 (SD = 0.009),
respectively. This would make it difficult to distinguish small differences in the growth
status of different trees in spectral spaces, especially in the case of managed forests where
the trees are generally in similar growth stages. Additionally, when using VIs alone,
whether using the MLR, RF or SVM models, the accuracy of predicting the DBH was lower
than of using TexM, as shown in Table 3. In summary, textural metrics were more effective
than spectral indices in distinguishing the growth status. Further research is needed on
applications that could provide red-edge, near-infrared and shortwave infrared images.

4.2. Effect of 3D Point Clouds on DBH Estimation

The three-dimensional point cloud data has undoubtedly great advantages in forest
research, such as the TLS being able to measure accurate DBHs and LiDAR UAVs being
able to accurately obtain tree heights and crown diameters. Estimating the DBH from
the tree height and crown diameter is a widely recognized approach in the field [43–45].
However, in practical applications, it is extremely difficult to obtain the tree height and
DBH in a large area, especially for individual trees, where it is almost impossible to obtain
the DBH. While techniques such as GEDI and ICEsat2 (ATL08) can provide tree height data,
they do have limitations [46,47]. GEDI has a coarse resolution of 25 m and relies on large
footprint data, whereas ICEsat-2 has a variable resolution and a revisit period of 91 days.
Therefore, obtaining highly accurate tree heights over large areas remains a challenge. In
this study, it was found that texture had a significant advantage in estimating the DBH,
as both its correlation with the DBH and estimation accuracy were better than the tree
height. This was consistent with the statement in [48], that texture was more correlated
with AGB than tree height. The first possible reason is that the trees in this study belonged
to artificial forests, resulting in less significant changes in the tree height (H) and crown
diameter (CD) between trees. As trees grow, competitiveness can limit the growth rate of
the crown size and cause them to have similar heights [49]. The second reason may be
that this study utilized too few structural features (only H and CD). Previous studies have
shown that neighborhood- and geometry-related features extracted from 3D point clouds
could identify species with similar spectral responses [50]. Therefore, accuracy may be
further improved accordingly by injecting such features.

In terms of the quality of the 3D point clouds, although the LiDAR UAV has been
proven to be able to obtain more accurate tree heights [51,52], this study found that there
was little difference in the tree parameters extracted from the LiDAR UAV and DAP
UAV, e.g., the R2 of the tree height between the two was 0.985 and the RMSE was 0.501
(RMSE% = 3.18%). Therefore, if using 3D point clouds for DBH estimations, the lower cost
and higher efficiency of the DAP point cloud be a more suitable source of information on
forest stand inventory parameters [53]. However, it should be noted that this may have
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been due to the relatively flat terrain of the study area and the relatively large gaps between
trees. However, for more complex environments, such as complex terrains and densely
vegetated areas, [54] showed that filtering methods may have an impact on the results, so
further research should be conducted on this aspect.

4.3. Advantages and Challenges

This study proved that textural metrics from 2D imagery were feasible in estimating
individual tree DBHs with high accuracy. Notably, this approach was found to be more
effective than those relying on structural metrics derived from 3D point clouds. However,
it should be noted that individual tree segmentation was a pre-requisite for extracting tex-
tural metrics. The importance of obtaining an accurate segmentation result for individual
trees could not be overstated, as it greatly affected the textural metrics of each tree and,
subsequently, impacted the overall accuracy of the DBH estimations. Unfortunately, it is
not easy to achieve accurate individual tree segmentations on satellite imagery. Although
the spatial/spectral resolution of commercial satellite imagery has greatly improved, effec-
tively reducing the impact of the terrain and within-canopy shadows remains a significant
challenge, since forests are usually grown on hilly or mountainous areas.

Another challenge is extracting textures from individual tree crown boundaries. This
challenge comes from the fact that satellite imagery is usually not orthographic such as
that of UAV imagery. Due to satellite orbit settings, shooting modes, the large field of view
angle of sensors, etc., the acquired images may be oblique rather than orthographic, which
can lead to the texture potentially being derived from the side of a tree instead of its top [55].
Obviously, there can be differences in textures between the top-view and side-view, so
it is necessary to further investigate this impact. Another aspect of this challenge is the
spatial resolution. At present, the resolution of most satellite images is not as high as that
of UAV images. Therefore, changes in spatial resolution could bring large-scale effects
to textures and affect its role in DBH estimations. We briefly explored the impact of this
change by down-sampling the RGB images to 30 cm to match the spatial resolution of
Worldview-3 [56]. By comparing the results before and after down-sampling, it was found
that the correlation between dissimilarity, contrast and variance obtained from different
resolutions and DBH remained almost unchanged, and the estimated DBH accuracy using
the MLR model decreased by only 3% (RMSE = 0.040). This could be attributed to the
advantage of linear relationships, which tend to have smaller spatial scaling effects on
heterogeneous surfaces between images of different resolutions [57].

For the method’s adaptability in this study, although the dataset of 166 total tree
samples may not have been large, it came from two different sites, and the tree heights and
DBH statistical characteristics indicated that they also had differences, so it could still be
argued that this method was good to a certain extent. In the future, we plan to increase
the number of samples, site types, tree species, etc. Moreover, as could be seen, this study
selected two sites, representing relatively typical areas with tree heights ranging from 8 m
to 21 m and DBHs ranging from 0.123 m to 0.379 m. The predictive accuracy of the DBH
in this study was relatively high. However, for areas with smaller or larger DBHs and
different growth environments (latitude, terrain, climate, etc.), the method proposed in this
article may not be entirely applicable, and further research is needed in the future.

5. Conclusions

In this study, to explore the practicality of using 2D image-based features in individual
tree DBH estimations, we extracted textural and spectral metrics from 2D images and
structural metrics from 3D point clouds based on the tree crown boundaries of each tree.
We also calculated the correlation coefficients between these parameters and the DBH,
and quantitatively evaluated their accuracy in estimating the DBH. The results showed
that the textural metrics derived from 2D images showed a strong correlation and the best
accuracy with the individual tree DBHs than the spectral and structural metrics and all
metrics combination. Moreover, the DBH estimation accuracy for the MLR model was
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greater than for the RF and SVM models. In short, our study demonstrated the capacity of
using 2D images to estimate individual tree DBHs, providing the possibility for large-scale
individual tree DBH estimations using high-resolution satellite data.
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